Abstract. A quantitative model-observation comparison of multiple polar cap arcs has been conducted by using a time-dependent theoretical model of polar cap arcs. In particular, the electrodynamical features of multiple polar cap arcs with various spacings are simulated and the results are compared with the images obtained from the All-Sky Intensified Photometer at Qaanaaq. The results show that the observed and simulated arcs are quite similar, both spatially and temporally. The results support the theory proposed by Zhu et al. [ 1993a, 1994b] that the structure of polar cap arcs is mainly determined by the magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling processes and that the spacing of multiple polar cap arcs is closely related to the hardness of the primary magnetospheric precipitation. It is found that for the multiple polar cap arcs with both narrow and wide spacings, the associated field-aligned currents are mainly closed by Pedersen currents. It is also found that a hard precipitation can lead to a highly structured secondary arc because of the nonlinear M-I coupling processes.
Introduction
Polar cap arcs are the auroral arcs seen at very high geomagnetic latitudes (> 80 ø) that extend from 100 km up to the size of the whole polar cap and that are aligned parallel to the Sun-Earth direction [Davis, 1960; Nielson et al., 1990] . The arcs are mainly observed during northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and quiet magnetic conditions. Some of the arcs are very bright and luminous and cross the entire polar cap from the dayside to the nightside of the auroral oval to form a pattern that resembles the Greek letter "theta" [Frank et have provided information on, for example, the dawn-dusk motion and the multiple fine structure of polar cap arcs , the sudden rotation of the adjacent convection prior to the breakup of polar cap arcs [Berg, 1992] , and the field-aligned depletions of F region plasma [Doe et al., 1992] . to be on open field lines, and he showed that the formation of polar cap arcs is due to the current response to a mesoscale velocity shear structure in the ionosphere. Because these theoretical models are either qualitative, semiquantitative, or steady state models, they cannot be used to study the dynamical features associated with both the temporal evolution and the fine spatial structure of polar cap arcs. Also, these models cannot be used in a detailed quatitative comparison with observations, which is essential for furthering our understanding of the dynamics of polar cap arcs.
Recently, we have conducted a series of polar cap arc studies using a time-dependent magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling model [Zhu et al., 1993a, b; Sojka et al., 1994; Zhu et al., 1994a, b] . These studies have provided satisfactory "theoretical" explanations for a number of important issues concerning polar cap arcs, which include the active role of the ionosphere for the formation of the arcs, the appearance of multiple arcs, and the physical parameters determining the spacing of multiple arcs.
In closed by Pedersen currents. In addition to the two distinct arcs, fine structure is clearly evident in the secondary arc. The bottom panel shows that there also exists a cross flow for the multiple polar cap arcs with a wide spacing, but the cross flow is considerably more distributed than that for the arcs with a narrow spacing, case 1.
Discussion and Conclusion
For a first time, a quantitative model-observation comparison of multiple polar cap arcs has been conducted by using a time-dependent theoretical model of polar cap arcs and the initial results are encouraging. The arcs observed with the all-sky camera at Qaanaaq and the simulated ones are quite similar, both spatially and temporally. This direct comparison study of both temporal and spatial features of polar cap arcs is beyond the capability of previous theoretical models. The key difference between the two cases we considered was the arc spacing. Zhu et al. [ 1994b] predicted that the spacing of multiple polar cap arcs is mainly determined by the hardness of the primary magnetospheric precipitation. A harder precipitation causes a wider spacing between individual arcs and vice versa. Our modelobservation study confirms this prediction. However, the prediction can be further tested in a study by combining precipitation data from DMSP satellites with ground-based image data. The precipitation observation would define the spectral hardness that has been used as an assumed input parameter in this study. The initial magnetospheric shear flow for both cases under study was a simple symmetric convection shear with a single precipitation channel, but we successfully produced arcs that had multiple structures which were very similar to the observed ones. This further indicates that the observed multiple polar cap arcs may not be due to multiple structures in the magnetosphere but instead may primarily be determined by the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system in which the ionosphere plays an active role. Our results show that for the multiple polar cap arcs with both narrow and wide spacings, the associated field-aligned current are mainly closed by Pedersen currents, and the Hall currents only make a small contribution. A cross flow occurs for both type of multiple arcs, but the cross flow for the arcs with a wide spacing is more spread.
In the observed arcs of case 2, the secondary arc is highly structured. To our surprise, the model developed a secondary arc with a similar fine structure. The fine structure in secondary arc for the multiple arcs with wide spacing (or hard precipitation) is a new finding. We believe this is due to the nonlinear M-I coupling process, but more theoretical analyses and modelings are needed to understand the detailed underlying physics, This work is just one of the coordinated endeavors of the HLPS campaigns to understand the plasma structures observed in the high-latitude regions. In past years, CEDAR-HLPS campaigns have led to a very extensive observational database of polar cap arcs and many new features have been discovered. This makes quatitative model-observation studies very feasible, and they are essential for improving our understanding of polar cap arcs.
